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CNIB would like to thank the Canadian Transportation Agency for the opportunity 

to provide comments on regulations regarding a "Passenger Bill of Rights". Our 
comments will endeavour to focus on the challenges faced by passengers who are 

blind, are living with significant sight loss or who have the dual disability of 
Deafblindness. 

 

About CNIB 

One of Canada’s oldest charities, CNIB passionately provides community-based 
support and knowledge to ensure Canadians who are blind or partially sighted 

have the confidence, skills and opportunities to fully participate in life.  
To do that, our dedicated specialists work with people of all ages in their own 

homes, communities or local CNIB offices – providing the personalized 
rehabilitation support they need to see beyond vision loss, build their 

independence and lead the lives they want. 

 
In addition to our community-based services, we also work alongside Canadians 

who are blind or partially sighted to advocate for a barrier-free society, and we 
strive to eliminate avoidable sight loss with world-class research and by 

promoting the importance of vision health through public education. 
 

Today, more than 500,000 people in Canada are blind or partially sighted. 
Factoring in their families, friends and caregivers, sight loss touches millions 

more. As Canadian society continues to age, the number of passengers engaging 
with Canadian carriers will continue to grow. 

 

Underlying our recommendations are three undeniable facts: 

➢ First, the number of Canadians who will acquire or will be living with sight 

loss will grow significantly in the coming years; 

➢ Canadian airlines and terminals operate within a complex regulatory 

landscape; and 

➢ Even when travel plans are as expected, the experience can be fraught with 

stress. add to this, unexpected delays, lost baggage and gate changes and 

even the seasoned traveler may have cause for concern. 

 



     

Not all travelers with sight loss may be easily identified. In fact, the vast majority 
of persons who request services from CNIB have residual vision. They may be 

able to maintain eye contact when interacting with airline or airport personnel but 
may not be able to read flight notification boards advising them of delays or gate 

changes. 
 

1. Airline's Obligation to Communicate Clearly 

Regardless of the medium used, regulations should require service providers to 

avoid legalistic language. While air travel is indeed a complex affair, travelers 

must be able to comprehend their rights and responsibilities when travel plans go 

awry. Plain language expectations should be extended to any service provider, 

including charter operators, doing business from any Canadian airport. These 

terms and conditions must be presented using clear print guidelines which simply 

put, suggests avoiding use of scripted and small fonts. 

 

This is only the first consideration when setting expectations for service providers 

or facility operators. The medium, even if plain language and appropriately sized 

fonts are used, documents must be accessible. The agencies code of practice on 

"Removing Communication Barriers" represents sound guidelines, which CNIB 

hopes will be incorporated into the Passenger Bill of Rights as set out in the 

Transportation Modernization Act. 

 

Despite the existence of the above sited code, documents, websites, signage at 

Canadian terminals rarely meet these guidelines. Thus, we would encourage that 

the existing code of practice be strengthened by requiring that service providers 

and facility operators will be held accountable if communications on recourse 

options are not consistent with the code. 

   

When travel plans are altered, a Passenger Bill of Rights, must recognize that how 

compensation options are communicated to paying travelers with disabilities will 

require that everyone is able to be informed of their compensatory rights. We 

would encourage providers and facility operators alike to utilize both existing and 

emerging platforms to convey relevant information. 

 

Passengers who are both deaf and blind (deafblind) 

Communicating with passengers who are non-verbal such as those who are 

Deafblind will require further accommodations. If airlines and terminal operators 

http://www.cnib.ca/en/services/resources/Clearprint/Documents/Clear%20Print%20Executive%20Summary.doc
https://otc-cta.gc.ca/eng/publication/removing-communication-barriers-travellers-disabilities-code-practice
http://www.parl.ca/DocumentViewer/en/42-1/bill/C-49/royal-assent?


     

begin to adopt emerging technology such as text messages or accessible signage, 

many passengers who are Deafblind will, for the first time have equal access to 

information regarding gate changes or delays. 

 

Personal communication devices such as smart phones with accessibility features 

may not always be reliable. The cost of these devices may also prohibit some 

travelers who are Deafblind from being able to acquire a smart phone. For these 

individuals we would recommend that each podium be equipped with laminated 

information sheets with straight forward messaging in large print and braille 

versions. "The gate number for your flight has changed. Would you like me to 

assist you to the new gate?" Also, "Your flight has been delayed. Do you need any 

assistance or help?" These communication cheat sheets should be available in 

both English and French, use Verdana 18 font high contrast fonts. 

 

At the top of each cheat sheet should be verbiage such as, "I am an airline 

representative. How can I best assist you?" 

 

Individuals will have their preferred communication protocol and they will, when 

engaged appropriately, share this with airline or air terminal staff. 

 

Caution: given that the use of this mode of communicating with persons who are 

Deafblind may open them up to possible exploitation, we strongly suggest that 

these sheets be stored securely at each podium within an air terminal. 

 

Use of in-flight entertainment systems 

We would strongly dissuade the agency from promoting or supporting any 

consumer rights information via in-flight entertainment systems (I-F E). While 

this medium may be readily available to most passengers and is definitely an 

efficient means by which to communicate with passengers, no Canadian carrier 

has yet to adopt I-F E systems which are usable by persons with sight loss. 

Canadian carriers have been quick to adopt mobile apps as an interface point to 

their I-F E systems, but unlike Virgin Atlantic   accessibility remains unstable. An 

app may be usable once, but as airlines upgrade their mobile apps, 

usability/accessibility may not exist in the next version. 

 

2. Flight Delays, Cancellation or Denial of Boarding 

For many travelers with sight loss, the delays and the inevitable cancelations or 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tTcH9EdgyUo


     

denials of boarding will likely not inconvenience them any more so than their 

fellow passengers. The exception is those individuals requiring administration of 

medications such as insulin or persons accompanied by a guide dog and 

individuals who are Deafblind as referenced above. 

 

Lengthy delays may place persons requiring timely nutrition, such as diabetics, to 

be at risk if they do not have adequate access to appropriate food. When travel 

plans are dramatically altered, say beyond a 3 or 4-hour window, then we would 

encourage regulations to require that service providers be expected to, at 

minimum, provide assistance to guide travelers who are blind with guiding 

assistance. Under the current regime, passengers who are blind are escorted to a 

gate and ground assist personnel may not be available to provide guiding 

assistance during a flight delay. Even though fellow passengers are willing to 

assist, it is unreasonable to rely on the generosity of strangers to ensure that a 

diabetic who may have exhausted their personal food supply, to be able to find 

appropriate sustenance. Further supporting this accommodation would be 

hygienic areas within a public terminal where medications such as insulin can be 

administered. Seasoned diabetics, those who are blind, will have become adept at 

administering medication discretely. However, in modern air terminals, discrete 

and hygienic spaces may be rare; if at all present. 

 

For travelers accompanied by a guide dog, inordinate delays may require that 

their service animal be provided with an opportunity to relieve themselves. At 

time of writing, CNIB is aware of only two Canadian air terminals which have 

provided post security relief areas for dogs; Vancouver and Calgary. Thus, we 

would encourage Government to strengthen their expectations of facility 

operators to provide suitable post security relieving areas within six months of the 

passenger bill of rights coming into force. 

 

Tarmac delays introduce yet another barrier to passengers requiring timely 

nutrition or those traveling with a guide dog. Again, the former will require 

adequate nutrition; much more than small packages of peanuts or pretzels. A 

guide dog and their handler may require deplaning so that their dog can be 

relieved. Without the presence of suitable post security relieving areas, these 

passengers will be expected to reengage security check points, a process which, 

during busy or peak travel seasons may cause them to either miss their flight or 

to have a flight delayed while crew waits for the passenger to pass through 



     

security. This can be easily prevented if access to post security relieving areas are 

made available. These do not necessarily need to be indoor. Escorted access to 

the tarmac area will provide a suitable opportunity for most guide dogs to relieve 

themselves. 

 

3. Lost or Damaged Baggage 

Passengers who are blind may often travel with assistive technology such as 

reading devices or book players. These devices can be prohibitively costly and if 
lost, can create untenable situations. 

 
Should luggage containing assistive devices be lost, then, upon provision of 

adequate documentation, air lines must assist with the purchase of replacement 
devices. 

 

4. Scope of the New Regulations 

The new regulations should be applied universally to any carrier departing or 

landing in Canada; regardless of where travel is purchased. Foreign carriers doing 
business in Canada must be expected to accommodate passengers with sight loss 

in the same manner as domestic carriers when delays or denials of boarding take 
place. 

 

Industry has expressed concern via the first phase of these consultations as to 
their ability to remain competitive in foreign markets. Yet, as set out in the 

agencies discussion paper, compensation levels for lost baggage for instance, are 
higher under the Montreal Convention then they are under domestic laws. Despite 

this, Canadian carriers are tripping over themselves to secure roots into offshore 
markets. 

 
Canada did once have a reputation as a leader in its consumer protection laws 

and, in 2018 and beyond, our country should endeavor to once again reclaim this 
standing. 

 

5. Application of the New Regulations when Different Airlines are involved 

When journeys require passengers to be handed off between airlines, the airline 

with whom any passenger purchases their travel must ensure that 
accommodation needs are conveyed to and received by partner airlines. When 

specific disability accommodation requirements cannot be accommodated by 
partner airlines not covered by Canadian regulations then passengers must 

receive notification of this well in advance of their trip commencement. Should 
this lack of accommodation place the passenger with sight loss in an untenable 

situation, then the carrier must offer a full refund of any funds received. 

http://www.airpassengerprotection.ca/discussion-paper


     

It is unreasonable for the traveling public to be required to negotiate multiple 
compensatory regimes with respect to delayed flights or lost baggage. This 

responsibility needs to lie directly with the service provider with whom Canadian 
passengers have entered into contracts. Canadian carriers are much better 

equipped to negotiate code sharing arrangements then are their passengers. 
 

We would, again, strongly encourage the agency to ensure that compensatory 
expectations involving disability accommodations be universally applied. 

Passengers with sight loss should not be expected to negotiate each leg of their 
journey with foreign carriers should delays or other inconveniences take place.    

 

6. Tariff Availability and Filing 

As was mentioned earlier, any documents including tariffs must be readily 

available in an accessible format. If available via a carrier's website, then that 
website must be accessible using assistive technology. 

 

7. Other topics to include in a tariff 

Consistent with the scope of the consultation on a passenger bill of rights, air 

carrier tariffs should include disability accommodation's when flights are delayed 
or passengers with sight loss are required to be bumped. It is unreasonable to 

expect this cohort to navigate a separate regime to receive appropriate 
accommodation's when their rights, under this proposed regulatory framework 

have been contravened. 
  

8. Complaints and Enforcement 

When complaints do arise, a customer centric approach must prevail. The current 
mechanism through the agency is daunting and can see passengers quickly 

embroiled in complex legal proceedings. A more streamlined approach is required, 
and this approach should apply to accessibility complaints against carriers and 

terminal operators alike. 
 

The introduction of the Accessible Canada Act will hopefully bring about new 
mechanisms by which accessibility complaints may be resolved. However, if a 

traveler with sight loss is unaware or unable to bring a complaint forward due to a 

lack of accessible documents or they are simply unaware of their rights to 
compensation, then any regulations will likely not bring about any changes. 

 

Conclusion 

Introducing compensation for air travelers must not be undertaken without 

consideration of accessibility provisions. The agencies existing regulatory 
requirements and codes of practice must lay the groundwork as regulations are 

contemplated. 



     

Under the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities 
(CRPD), specifically article 9, sets out an international expectation that persons 

with disabilities are entitled to receive equal access to information and 
information communication technology, our experience in working with numerous 

Canadians with sight loss or who are blind would demonstrate that much room for 
improvement exists. Thus, regardless of what regulatory expectations the 

Canadian Government brings about, without improved access to the 
compensatory rights due all travelers including those with sight loss or who are 

deafblind a growing number of Canadian travelers may not understand their 
entitlement when travel plans are disrupted; either avoidably or otherwise. 

 

*** END OF DOCUMENT *** 

https://www.un.org/development/desa/disabilities/convention-on-the-rights-of-persons-with-disabilities/article-9-accessibility.html

